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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Acino Acinonyx
(illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Copulation is the
highest pleasure, both to the body and mind, and is worth all other human pleasures put together.
The author. . .all dreams have a sexual meaning. -Sigmund Freud This edition of the novel My
Secret Life is presented with An Introduction to Sexual Organs, Sexually Transmitted Diseases and
Safe Sex with more than fifty educative and exciting illustrations. The reprint of My Secret Life,
written by an anonymous author, was first published in 1888 in two volumes for private distribution
among the connoisseur collectors. It was strictly limited to four hundred and seventy five copies
subscribed for prior to publication. The story is in an autobiographical style where the author
wonderfully narrates his curiosity on female sexual organ and sexual desire with struggle and
involvements to have sex. He shows his fear for the smaller size of his sexual organ and sexually
transmitted diseases. He is financially devastated owing to his lavish lifestyle and expenditure on
obtaining sexual satisfaction. The man is the most curious creature on this earth whose physical
senses start developing from...
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Reviews
Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hetting er
This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ea ston Collier DVM
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